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TLC PREMIERES ITS FIRST ‘SCRIPTED’ PROJECT “SURVIVING THE IN-LAWS” 
  
As they say, when people tie the knot, they’re not just marrying their spouse, but an entire family. 
This “for better or worse” reality can often lead to over-bearing mothers-in-law, interfering fathers, 
and years of family holidays served with a side of passive-aggression. And, the last thing an 
exasperated newlywed can do is tell the offending in-laws off, keeping it bottled up – until now. In 
TLC’s newest project, the loosely scripted SURVIVING THE IN-LAWS, these hysterical and 
outrageous true stories come to life, but the identities have been changed to protect the guilty. 
 
Two half-hour episodes of SURVIVING THE IN-LAWS premiere back-to-back on Wednesday, July 
31 starting at 10/9c. 
  
“We all have laugh-out-loud stories from our well-meaning, but over-involved in-laws, but for the 
sake of our relationships, we never really have the chance to tell them to back off. SURVIVING 
THE IN-LAWS is the perfect way to bring these relatable, and ridiculous, experiences to life, 
without getting the couple in trouble with their parents,” said Amy Winter, General Manager, TLC. 
“Pushing into the scripted space but still based on real stories, SURVIVING THE IN-LAWS keeps 
the heart and humor TLC’s audience expects from our programming.” 
  
The stories in SURVIVING THE IN-LAWS were compiled from interviews with real people, sharing 
authentic anecdotes about their relationship with their in-laws. Throughout the episodes, these 
stories are brought to life, taking creative license to protect the identities of the storytellers.  
 
SURVIVING THE IN-LAWS is produced for TLC by MAK Pictures. 
 
 
About TLC 
TLC is a global brand that celebrates extraordinary people and relatable life moments through innovative nonfiction programming. A 
top 10 cable network in key female demos, TLC has built successful consumer brands around series including Cake Boss, and has 
transformed Fridays into “BrideDay” with a lineup of wedding-themed programming anchored by the Say Yes To The Dress 
franchise. In 2012, TLC had 28 series averaging 1 million P2+ viewers or more, including four series that averaged 2 million P2+ 
viewers or more: Here Comes Honey Boo Boo, Breaking Amish, Long Island Medium, and Sister Wives. 
  
TLC is available in more than 99 million homes in the US and more than 227 million households in nearly 150 markets 
internationally. A destination online, TLC.com offers in-depth fan sites, exclusive video content, and original editorial covering style, 
home, food, and more. Fans can also interact with TLC via On Demand services, on mobile platforms, and through social media such 
as Facebook or @TLC on Twitter. TLC is part of Discovery Communications (NASDAQ: DISCA,DISCB, DISCK), the world's 
number one nonfiction media company reaching more than 1.5 billion cumulative subscribers in 218 countries and territories. 
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